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Heather DeHaan has written an engaging, incisive and thoroughly docu-

mented account of city planning under Stalin. The title is somewhat mislead-

ing, as her focus is on one city between 1928 and 1939. Yet in doing less than 

it suggests, DeHaan actually does much more. 

Stalinist City Planning addresses the experience of architects, engineers, 

public officials and residents involved in developing a plan for Nizhnii Nov-

gorod, a large and historically prominent Russian city known as Gor’kii from 

1932 to 1990. Following a concise introduction to her subject and argument, 

DeHaan brings them to life over seven well-organized and fluidly linked chap-

ters. She starts with historical background, briefly tracing the city’s evolution 

up to the Soviet era. She then describes the period of “visionary planning,” 

drawing the name from S. Frederick Starr’s account of the spirited debates on 

socialist cities during the 1920s and early 1930s.
1
 DeHaan provides a fitting 

synopsis of these debates and shows how they found expression in Nizhnii 

Novgorod. She then delves into the experience of Aleksander P. Ivanitskii, the 

man in charge of completing a plan for the city from 1928 to 1935. This is fol-

lowed by the story of Ivanitskii’s predecessor, Nikolai A. Solofnenko, depict-

ed as representative of a new generation of Stalinist city planners. DeHaan 

provides detailed examples of such planning in action before proceeding to a 

conclusion that effectively links this experience with “the drama of building 

socialism.” (pp. 16, 168) 

Theatrical metaphors play a central role in DeHaan’s argument, with plan-

ners viewed as actors in a play based on an incomplete and ever-changing 

script. She finds that they did not simply adopt hegemonic discourse, but in-

stead appropriated or discreetly contested it in order to improve their position 

in society and their influence on the city. (pp.167-169) She points to the im-

portance of planners in mediating ideological discourse aimed at building so-

cialism. Here she takes issue with the portrayal of Soviet society as a “dis-

course-bound civilization,” (p. 12) in reference to Stephen Kotkin’s claim that 

the power of Stalinism was based largely on the way people learned to self-

identify and communicate within established bounds.
2
 DeHaan contends that 

Soviet society was never clearly defined from above, but instead emerged 

through a broader “political economy of power” (p. 12) that created and sus-

tained an image of socialist life through performance. She perceives Soviet 

discourse as modified through contact with the palimpsest of cultural tradi-

tions, physical landscapes, political objectives, pressing needs and human in-
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terpretations present in urban settings (pp. 12-15). Plans were thus props and 

the city a stage that influenced and was influenced by those engaged in the act 

of building socialism. Sometimes these actors broke through the theatrical 

“fourth wall” to involve their audience in the performance, but not always 

with direction from above (pp. 110, 166, 168). 

Regardless of whether one finds DeHaan’s conceptual analysis useful for 

understanding the role of city planning in Soviet history, the volume of quality 

evidence she presents is a great contribution in itself. Sources include docu-

ments from six different archives (local and national) as well as periodicals 

from the time (primarily local, but not exclusively), interviews and related 

studies in English, Russian and German. Her findings expand the breadth and 

depth of English-language research on Nizhnii Novgorod, offering a strong 

foundation upon which to compare it with other places of different sizes and 

levels of centrality. DeHaan also provides broader historical-geographical per-

spective (p. 165) but never loses focus, immersing the reader in gripping ac-

counts from the experience of those who lived and worked in the city: a rocky 

collaboration between the Stalin administration, Henry Ford, renowned Soviet 

designers, and an Ohio-based construction firm to establish a nearby automo-

bile factory with workers’ housing; ritual events to build support for applying 

“iconographic” (pp. 15, 90) elements of the 1935 Moscow Genplan in provin-

cial cities as a form of subordination; energetic yet ultimately superficial 

drives to solicit and incorporate public feedback; and planners’ appropriation 

of discourse on “backwardness” (pp. 16, 130) to combat informal urban de-

velopment endemic to a modernization drive that enlisted citizen-participation 

to compensate for its failings in return for relative safety, patronage and osten-

sive cultural enlightenment.  

References to an extensive and diverse range of literature throughout the 

text are accompanied by a balanced awareness of the technical, theoretical, 

political, economic, social, and cultural dimensions of city planning. DeHaan 

avoids impenetrable jargon but still provides an excellent glossary and as-

sortment of illustrations. Recommended sources in the endnotes are also ex-

traordinarily helpful. The main argument remains clear and consistent amidst 

many compelling insights that arise in each section.  

As evident in the arguably overreaching title, DeHaan’s successful depth of 

focus is undermined at times. Some of her conclusions about planners tend 

toward the over-general: “Indeed, given the contested nature of urban space, 

planners’ work should be assessed primarily in terms of performance. It 

should be viewed not only as visual art, but as dramatic act.” (p. 13) Although 

the precise subjects she has in mind are stated or easily inferred, such conclu-

sions gloss over the differences among planners identified in other sections. 

These differences transcend the archetypal depictions of Ivanitskii and Sol-

ofnenko, which are so perfectly aligned with the narrative that they almost 

threaten its credibility. DeHaan acknowledges that her work doesn’t “capture 

all the complexity of Soviet urban life” (p. 17), but it also does not capture 

Stalinist city planning in full. Instead there is real value in her specificity, 

which requires no abstraction to reveal broader implications.  
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DeHaan delivers both less and more than a book on Stalinist city planning. 

Although she never claims to provide a comprehensive overview, in examin-

ing Nizhnii Novgorod in such detail she skillfully illuminates the experience 

of planners before, during and after the Stalin era, across the Soviet Union and 

beyond. She adds new insights on Soviet culture, politics and ideology, as 

well as the exercise of power in other times and places. A passage from her fi-

nal paragraph is especially salient today: “To tell the story of this past, we his-

torians must rely on the Soviet state’s machinery, its bureaucratic paperwork, 

the recorded transcripts of its agents, and the media’s own interpretive frame. 

We unfortunately depend on these technologies of sight, although they did not 

represent the world so much as they bid for mastery over it.” (p. 170) As ex-

emplified in DeHaan’s work, understanding emerges through careful attention 

to performance and perception. 
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